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Abstract
We prove a close cousin of a theorem of Weinberger about the homotopy invariance of certain relative
eta-invariants by placing the problem in operator K-theory. The main idea is to use a homotopy equivalence
h :M@PM to construct a loop of invertible operators whose ‘determinanta (in the sense of de la Harpe and
Skandalis) is related to eta-invariants. The Baum}Connes conjecture and a technique motivated by the
Atiyah}Singer index theorem provides us with the invariance of this determinant under twistings by
"nite-dimensional unitary representations of C. ( 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Eta-invariants arose in the work of Atiyah et al. [1] as the contribution from the boundary in
their formula for the signature of a manifold with boundary.
De5nition 1.1. Let N be a smooth, compact, Riemannian manifold and let D be a self-adjoint,
"rst-order elliptic operator on N. De"ne
g
D
(s)" +
j|sp(D),jE0
sign(j)DjD~s,
where sp(D) is the spectrum of D.
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The sum converges for Re s<0. It is a deep result that g
D
(s) has an analytic continuation that is
regular at s"0* see [2], for instance. The quantity g
D
(0) measures the ‘spectral asymmetrya of D,
in the sense that if D is an operator whose spectrum is symmetric with respect to 0, then g
D
(0)"0.
Let N be a 4k-dimensional, oriented, Riemannian manifold with boundary M. If N is locally
a (Riemannian) product near the boundary, the Atiyah}Patodi}Singer signature theorem [1] states
that
Signature(N,M)"P
N
L(„N)#g
D
(0),
where D is the signature operator on M, and L is the Hirzebruch L-class of N.
In [3], g
D
(0) is examined for signature operators on manifolds M which are not necessarily
boundaries. Let a : p
1
(M)P;(n) be a unitary, "nite-dimensional representation of the fundamental
group of M. Let ‚a be the #at vector bundle over M associated to a. Denote by Da the signature
operator with coe$cients in ‚a.
De"ne
ga(s)"gDa(s) and set oa(s)"ga(s)!dim(a) ) g(s).
In [3] it is proved that oa(0) is a diwerential invariant of M (it does not depend on the Riemannian
structure on M). We denote oa(0) by oa(M); it is called the relative eta-invariant of M associated
to the representation a [3]. It turns out that oa(s) is regular at s"0 for much simpler reasons
than g(s).
The following question may be posed* Is oa(M) a homotopy invariant of M? In other words, if
h : M@PM is an orientation-preserving homotopy equivalence between oriented compact mani-
folds without boundary, is oa(M@)"oa"hH,b"hH(M)?
The answer to this question is no in general, as is illustrated by the example of the lens spaces
‚(7, 1) and ‚(7, 2). These are homotopy equivalent manifolds [4, Theorem 1, p. 97] which have
di!erent relative eta invariants [5].
On the other hand, Neumann has shown in [6] that oa(M) is a homotopy invariant for manifolds
M with free abelian fundamental group. Mathai reproved this result using index theory [7]. In
1988, Shmuel Weinberger noticed a connection between the homotopy invariance problem for
relative g-invariants and the assembly map in surgery theory. He extended Neumann’s result,
proving the homotopy invariance of oa(M) for a larger class of manifolds M, those for which the
Borel conjecture is known for the fundamental group C [8].
Motivated by the close analogy (see [9,10]) between the assembly map in surgery theory and the
index map of Kasparov [11] and Baum}Connes [12], our goal is to give an analytic proof of
a result parallel to Weinberger’s, with the Borel conjecture replaced by its operator theoretic
analogue, the Baum}Connes conjecture.
Let CHC and CH
3%$
C denote the full and reduced group CH-algebras of C, respectively. Denote by
BC the classifying space for principal C-bundles. For torsion-free discrete groups C, the
Baum}Connes conjecture (see [12]) states that a certain index map k
3%$
: KH(BC)PKH(CH3%$C) is an
isomorphism. In our work we will need to use the maximal group CH-algebra since we require
that "nite-dimensional unitary representations of C induce a representation of the CH-algebra
involved. A large number of groups for which the conjecture is known have the property
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that KH(CHC)+KH(CH3%$C)1 and for these groups there is an index isomorphism
k
.!9
: KH(BC)PKH(CHC).
Theorem 1.2. Let M be a closed, smooth, oriented, odd-dimensional, Riemannian manifold. Suppose
that C is a torsion-free, discrete group and the Baum}Connes index map k
.!9
is an isomorphism for C.
Let a be a xnite-dimensional unitary representation of p
1
(M) that factors through C. Then the relative
eta-invariant oa(M) is an oriented homotopy invariant of M.
Most of the known groups covered by our theorem are covered by Weinberger’s and vice versa.
There are however, two examples of groups for which we are able to extend Weinberger’s result
* namely, amenable groups and other groups which act metrically properly on Hilbert spaces
[13].
We will prove Theorem 1.2 by means of the following association of ideas:
Eta-invariants%Determinants%K-theory.
In Section 2, following de la Harpe and Skandalis we de"ne the determinant of a certain class of
paths of operators. We then establish a link between eta-invariants and the determinant of a certain
(open) path of unitary operators. Using this path and a homotopy equivalence h : M@PM we
construct a loop of unitary operators (the large-time and small-time paths are constructed in
Sections 3 and 4 respectively) * this loop describes an element of K
0
(CHC). We now bring the
Baum}Connes machinery to bear upon the problem of understanding the invariance of the
determinant of this loop under twistings by "nite-dimensional unitary representations of C. Finally
we prove Theorem 1.2 in Section 2.6 modulo two technical theorems that are proved in Sections
3 and 4.
The following diagram will help the reader unravel the overall logic of our argument:
1Until recent work of La!orgue this property was true of all groups for which the conjecture had been veri"ed.
La!orgue has proved the conjecture for some groups which have Kazhdan’s property „ and for these groups it is not true
that KH(CHC)+KH(CH3%$C).
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The diagram represents the various paths and loops whose determinants we consider:
f The top of the cube represents the large-time behaviour; the bottom represents the small-time
behaviour.
f The left face of the cube refers to the signature operator twisted by a #at vector bundle associated
to a "nite-dimensional unitary representation of C; the right face refers to twisting by a trivial
line bundle of the same dimension.
f The front face refers to the manifold M; the back face to the homotopy equivalent manifold M@.
The relative eta-invariants of M and M@ are A!C and B!D respectively. To show that they
are equal we carry out a three step argument.
(1) Show that the loops around the left and right faces agree: A#E!B!G"C#F!D!H.
(This part of the argument uses the surjectivity of the Baum}Connes assembly map.)
(2) Show that E"0"F. (This is the large-time calculation, Section 3 of the paper.)
(3) Show that G"H. (This is the small-time calculation of Section 4. It uses injectivity of the
Baum}Connes assembly map and the main result of [19].)
The desired result A!C"B!D is now a formal consequence.
This paper is based on the author’s Ph.D. Thesis [5]. An overview of this material is available in
[15]. We would like to thank Nigel Higson and Jonathan Rosenberg for their guidance and moral
support*it is di$cult to imagine this project coming to fruition without their direction. We would
also like to thank the referee for many helpful suggestions (in particular, the above cube), that have
improved the exposition of this paper.
Finally a remark on the notation used in this paper: Bounded operators on a Hilbert space
H are denoted B(H); the ideal of compact operators is denoted K(H) and the trace ideal is
L1(H). DD ) DD
1
refers to the trace norm of an operator while DD ) DD
=
refers to the operator norm.
2. Determinants and Eta invariants
2.1. Determinants
In this section we will formalise a notion of determinant for certain paths of operators. We start
by setting up the appropriate space of operators.
Let h be a separable Hilbert space. Let
IK(h)"M„3B(h) D„!I3K(h) and „ is invertibleN,
IL(h)"M„3B(h) D„!I3L1(h) and „ is invertibleN.
We shall measure determinants of operator norm continuous paths in IK(h) which begin and end at
operators inIL(h). Accordingly, let M„
t
N be a norm continuous map of [0, 1] intoIK(h) such that
„
0
,„
1
3IL(h).
Lemma 2.1.1. Fix e’0. There is a piecewise linear path MS
t
N-IL(h) of operators such that
S
0
"„
0
, S
1
"„
1
and DDS
t
!„
t
DD
=
(e, for all t3[0, 1].
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Proof. The proof is straightforward. It uses the compactness of the unit interval and the density of
L1(h) in K(h). h
Note: We shall call a path MS
t
N satisfying the conclusions of Lemma 2.1.1 a piecewise linear
e-perturbation of the path M„
t
N.
Following de la Harpe and Skandalis [16], we make the following de"nition:
De5nition 2.1.2. Let M„
t
N be as above. Let e’0 and let MS
t
N be a piecewise linear e-perturbation of
M„
t
N as in Lemma 2.1.1. De"ne the determinant of M„
t
N by
w(„
t
)" 1
2piP
1
0
trace AS~1t
dS
t
dt Bdt.
Remark. See [16,5] for details on the well de"nedness of this determinant. Note also that for loops
of operators, in the case h"C, this coincides with the classical notion of winding number from
complex analysis.
2.2. Twisted determinants
Let C be a group. We will extend our de"nition of determinant to include twisting by
a "nite-dimensional unitary representation of C. To do this, we need to work with paths of
operators on a Hilbert CHC-module. Let A be a CH-algebra. In what follows we will use the theory
of Hilbert A-modules and bounded, compact and "nite-rank operators on such (see [17,18]).
De5nition 2.2.1. Let H be a Hilbert A-module. As for Hilbert spaces, de"ne
IK(H)"M„3B(H) D„!I3K(H) and „ is invertibleN.
Let c :CP;
n
(C) be a "nite-dimensional unitary representation of C. Let H be a Hilbert CHC-
module. Recall that c induces a representation of the group CH-algebra, i.e. a map c8 : CHCPM
n
(C).
Following Kasparov [19] (written up in [20]), we shall construct a Hilbert space Hc from the
Hilbert CHC-module H and the representation c as follows:
Consider the following (pre)-inner product on the algebraic tensor product H?Cn:
Sm?v, m@?v@Tc"Sv, c8 (Sm, m@TH)v@TCn.
Hc is obtained by dividing out by zero-length vectors and completing in the norm obtained from
S,Tc. We denote this construction by
Hc"H?
CHCCn. (2.1)
Example 2.2.2. Let H"CHC. In this case, Hc+Cn. This is because the representation c8 induced
on CHC is non-degenerate.
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Let Q3M
N
(CHC) be a projection. Considering M
N
(CHC) as a CHC-module, (2.1) and Example
2.2.2 give M
N
(CHC)?
C
HCCn+MK(C), where K"N ) n. Accordingly, c8 (Q)"Q?I3MK(C). Let
Qc"c8 (Q). It is clear that Qc is itself a projection in MK(C). Let cH : K0(CHC)PK0(C) be given by
cH[Q]"[Qc] (2.2)
for projections [Q]3K
0
(CHC).
The following lemmas establish a correspondence between bounded operators and compact
operators on H and bounded operators and compact operators on Hc (respectively).
Lemma 2.2.3. Let „3B(H). Then „?I describes a bounded operator on Hc.
Lemma 2.2.4. If „3K(H) then, „?I3K(Hc).
The proofs of these lemmas are straightforward consequences of the de"nition of the norm on
Hc. Details may be found in [5].
Notation: Henceforth, for „3B(H) we shall denote „?I3B(Hc) by „c.
From Lemmas 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 we see that if „3IK(H) then „c3IK(Hc). Thus, the spaces
IK(H) and IK(Hc) naturally match up under this correspondence.
De5nition 2.2.5. Let „
t
, 0)t)1, be a (norm continuous) path of operators inIK(H). De"ne the
c-determinant of „
t
, wc(„
t
) by
wc(„
t
)"w((„
t
)c).
Note that the right-hand side is the determinant of a path of operators in the Hilbert spaceHc as
in De"nition 2.1.2.
2.3. Bott periodicity and determinants of loops
We now work towards relating the above constructions to K-theory. Let A be a CH-algebra and
let SA"C
0
(R)?A denote its suspension.
Let H be a Hilbert A-module. Since elements of IK(H) are invertible and compact perturba-
tions of the identity, loops in IK(H) correspond to elements of K
1
(SA) [21, Section 9.1].
Bott Periodicity Theorem [3, Section 9]. The map b :K
0
(A)PK
1
(SA) dexned by b([P])"
[exp(2pitP)] is an isomorphism.
Thus, by Bott Periodicity, a loop in IK(H) gives an element of K
0
(A). We shall describe this
correspondence by a map bI : Mloops in IK(H)NPK
0
(A). (bI can be interpreted as the inverse to
the Bott map b.)
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De"ne a map „r : K
0
(C)PC by „r([P])"trace(P). Denote by „rc the composite map„r " cH : K0(CHC)PC (where cH is as in Eq. (2.2)).
Lemma 2.3.1. If l is a loop in IK(H) then for any xnite-dimensional, unitary representation c of
C, wc(l)"„rc(bI (l)).
Proof. Let P be a projection in M
=
(CHC). Then,
wc(exp(2pitP))"w(exp(2pitP)c)
" 1
2piP
1
0
trA((exp(2pitP)~1)?I)
d(exp(2pitP))?I)
dt B dt
" 1
2piP
1
0
tr((exp(2pitP)~1?I)(exp(2pitP)?I)(2piP?I))dt
"tr(cH(P)).
Thus, wc(b([P]))"„rc([P]), i.e wc([exp(2pitP)])"„rc(bI ([exp(2pitP)])). Since equivalence classes
of projections [P] generate K
0
(CHC), we are done. h
2.4. Flat bundles and the Baum}Connes conjecture
Let C be a discrete group and let BC be the classifying space for principal C bundles [22,
Appendix B]. Let c be a "nite-dimensional unitary representation of C. De"ne,
‚c"
’C
BC]cCn.
Here
’C
BC is the universal covering space of BC and the action of C on
’C
BC]Cn is given by
g ) (m, v)"(m ) g~1, c(g)v). The bundles ‚c are #at (one checks that their transition functions are
locally constant) and they are the ‘canonical #at bundles associated to a "nite-dimensional
representation of the fundamental group of a manifolda.
Similarly de"ne bundles ‚
.!9
, ‚
3%$
by
‚
.!9
"’CBC]C CHC, ‚3%$"
’C
BC]C CH3%$C.
Here the action of C is by deck transformations on the "rst factor and by left multiplication on the
second factor. These are the Miscenko vector CHC-bundles [23] * they are also #at since their
transition functions (which are now endomorphisms of CHC) are locally constant.
Let H be the Hilbert CHC-module of ‚2-sections of ‚
.!9
and let Hc"H?
C
HCCn as in (2.1).
Then:
Lemma 2.4.1. Hc is the Hilbert space ‚2(‚c) of ‚2-sections of the bundle ‚c.
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Proof. (1) Let m3M and let (‚c)m, ‚m denote the "bers of ‚c and ‚ over m respectively. Since
(‚c)m+Cn and ‚m+CHC, we see from Example 2.2.2 that (‚c)m+‚m?CHCCn.
(2) Let H="C(‚)* i.e. the space of smooth sections of ‚* this is dense inH. De"ne a map
U :H=?
C
HCCnP‚2(‚c) by U(m?v)"mv : mCm(m)?v. By (1) we know that m(m)?v3(‚c)m. Also,
DDm
v
DD2
L
2(Lc)
"DDm?vDD2Hc. Thus the map U is isometric on a dense subspace of Hc and thus extends to
an isometry on the entire Hilbert spaceHc. Finally, U is onto * take m to be the section that it is
the unit of CHC everywhere (C is discrete so CHC has a unit). Thus U is an isomorphism. h
Proposition 2.4.2. The composition „rc " k.!9 : K0(BC)PC is the map
[F]C Index(F
Lc
),
where [F] is a cycle in K
0
(BC) and F
Lc
is F with coezcients in ‚c.
Proof. Recall that k
.!9
([F])"Index
C
HC(FL.!9
). Thus it su$ces to establish the following identity:
„rc[IndexCHC(FL.!9)]"Index(FLc). (2.3)
The left-hand side of the above can be written as
trace(c8 ([ker(F
L.!9
)]![coker(F
L.!9
)])).
Let P be the projection in M
N
(C(BC)?CHC) associated to the bundle ‚
.!9
, and F
L.!9
"P(F?I)NP,
where we are abbreviating =N
i/1
(F?I) by (F?I)N. The operator Pc"c*(P) (see (2.2)), will
correspond to the bundle ‚c and so the left-hand side of (2.3) equals
trace([kerPc((F?I)N)Pc]![cokerPc((F?I)N)Pc])
"dim([kerPc((F?I)N)Pc])!dim([cokerPc((F?I)N)Pc])
"Index(F
Lc
). h
We will now establish the basic fact that if k
.!9
is surjective then any two n-dimensional unitary
representations of C induce the same trace on K
0
(CHC). This fact is used in a way that is reminiscent
of the application of the Baum}Connes conjecture to the idempotent conjecture for group
CH-algebras of torsion-free, discrete groups [12].
Theorem 2.4.3. For any xnite-dimensional unitary representations a, c of C having the same dimension,
„ra " k.!9"„rc "k.!9.
Proof. By Proposition 2.4.3, it is su$cient to show that if [F]3K
0
(BC) then Index(F
La
)"In-
dex(F
Lc
). Note that since BC is not itself a compact manifold (in general), its K-homology is de"ned
as [24]
KH(BC)" lim&&"
X$BC
X #0.1!#5
KH(X).
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By taking a regular neighborhood of a CW-complex embedded in Euclidean space, we obtain
a manifold with boundary which is homotopy equivalent to the CW-complex. Thus, we may
describe the inductive limit above solely in terms of compact manifolds X with boundary. Thus,
given [F]3K
0
(BC), there is a compact manifold X with boundary so that [F]3K
0
(X).
Since ‚a, ‚c are #at bundles over X of the same dimension, by Chern}Weil theory the Chern
character of the formal di!erence ‚a!‚c is zero. It follows from the Atiyah}Singer index theorem
that ‚a!‚c pairs trivially with any K-homology class. Since this pairing is realised by the index,
we conclude that Index(F
La
)"Index(F
Lc
). h
Theorem 2.4.4. If C is a torsion-free, discrete group for which the Baum}Connes assembly map k
.!9
is
surjective, and if a and c are xnite-dimensional, unitary representations of C having the same
dimension, then
wa(l)"wc(l)
for any loop l in IK(H) that is based at I.
Proof. Recall that if l is a loop in IK(H), then bI (l)3K
0
(CHC). By assumption, k
.!9
is surjective,
thus there is an element k~1
.!9
(bI (l))3K
0
(BC). Now apply Theorem 2.4.3 to get
„ra(bI (l))"„rc(bI (l)).
By Lemma 2.3.1 we may now conclude that wa(l)"wc(l). h
The following is a technical result on integral operators and their lifts to #at bundles that we will
need in later sections: Let M be a compact manifold and E be a #at vector bundle over M with
associated injectivity radius n. Let K be an integral operator on ‚2(M) and suppose that the kernel
k(x, y) of K is supported on Dx!yD(n. Let u
xy
: E
y
PE
x
be the canonical isomorphism (canonical
since E is #at) obtained by parallel transport along a geodesic connecting x to y. The lift of K to the
bundle E is de"ned as an integral operator K
E
acting on sections s of E by
(K
E
s)(x)"Pk(x, y)uxys(y) dy.
Proposition 2.4.5. If K is an integral operator of trace class and if the kernel k(x, y) of K is supported
on Dx!yD(n, then the lift K
E
of K to a yat vector-bundle E is trace class and tr(K
E
)"dim(E) ) tr(K).
Proof. The proposition follows from the formula for K
E
and the fact that tr(K)": k(x,x) dx. h
2.5. An integral formula for the relative Eta invariant
Cheeger and Gromov have shown an integral formula for the Eta function [25]
g(s)" 1
C(s#1/2)P
=
0
t(s~1)@2 tr(De~D2t) dt,
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where C(s) is the classical gamma funtion C(s)":=
0
ts~1e~tdt. Formally setting s"0,
g(0)" 1
C(1/2)P
=
0
t~1@2tr(De~D2t) dt" 1
Jp P
=
0
tr(De~t2D2) dt,
where we are making the substitution tPt2 and using the fact that C(1
2
)"Jp. The convergence of
this integral is a delicate matter and is treated in [2]. Note that according to this formula, if
a : CP;
n
(C) is a "nite-dimensional unitary representation of C and n is the trivial representation
having the same dimension as that of a, then
oa(0)"
1
JpP
=
0
tr(Dae~t
2
D
2a)!tr(Dne~t2D2n) dt.
Since there is a diwerence of traces involved, the integral on the right-hand side makes sense as
a Riemann integral (this can be seen by using for example, Proposition 5.11 of [26] and
Proposition 2.4.5). Thus,
oa(M)"lim
e?0
1
JpP
1@e
e
tr(Dae~t
2
D
2a)!tr(Dne~t2D2n) dt. (2.4)
2.6. Proof of the main theorem
De5nition 2.6.1. A chopping function is an odd, continuous function f on R for which D f (x)D)1 and
lim
x?B=
f (x)"$1.
The key property of chopping functions that we will use is that if f is a chopping function whose
derivative is a Schwartz class function, and B is an order 1 pseudodi!erential operator, then f (B) is
an order 0 pseudodi!erential operator, [27, Chapter 12, Theorem 1.3]. We de"ne the funtion Sc(t),
the standard chopping function, by
Sc(t)" 2
JpP
t
0
e~x2 dx.
Sc(t) is related of course to the classical Error function Erf(t)"(2/Jp) : t
~=
e~x2 dx.
Notice that Sc@(t)"(2/Jp)e~t2 is a Schwartz class function. De"ne the path of unitaries
;
t
"!exp(ipSc(tD))
on the Hilbert space ‚2(X(„M)) (where X(„M) is the complexi"ed exterior bundle of M).
Lemma 2.6.2 ([28, Proposition 5.8]). If f is a Schwarz class function on R and B is a diwerential
operator then f (B)3L1.
Lemma 2.6.3. 1!exp(!ipSc(t)) is a Schwarz class function on R.
The proof of this lemma is omitted since it is essentially an exercise in calculus.
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Thus, the path ;
t
lies entirely in IL(‚2(X(„M))) and ;@
t
3L1 * thus, ;
t
has a determinant.
Formally calculating the determinant of U"M;
t
N
tw0
, we get
w(U)" 1
2piP
=
0
traceA;~1t
d;
t
dt Bdt"
1
2P
=
0
trace(De~t2D2) dt. (2.5)
Let f :MPBC be a continuous map classifying the universal CHC line bundle over M (i.e. the
map that classi"es the universal cover). Let H denote the Hilbert CHC-module of sections of
fH‚
.!9
. Let D
L
be the signature operator on M with coe$cients in fH‚
.!9
. Let <
t
be a path of
unitary operators onH de"ned by <
t
"!exp(ipSc(tD
L
))* this is made up entirely of invertible
operators which are compact perturbations of the identity. Let a be a "nite-dimensional unitary
representation of C. Using the notation of (2.1) and Lemma 2.4.1,
(<
t
)a"!exp(ipSc(tD))?I3B(Ha).
Since !exp(ipSc(D))?I"!exp(ipSc(D?I)), and since D
L
?I"Da, we may conclude that
wa(<
t
)"w(!exp(ipSc(tDa))).
Let Ve"M<tNextx1@e. Let n be the trivial representation of C having the same dimension as a.
By (2.4) and (2.5) we have,
oa(M)"lim
e?0
2(wa(Ve)!w
n(Ve)). (2.6)
Let M, M@ be two manifolds satisfying the hypotheses of the main Theorem 1.2 and let
h : M@PM be a homotopy equivalence. We shall give a proof of the main Theorem modulo
Theorems A and B below, which will be proved in Sections 3 and 4. Also, for clarity, our proof will
be for the case where p
1
(M)"p
1
(M@)"C. The general case is treated in a remark at the end of the
paper. Let f : MPBC and g : M@PBC be continuous maps which classify the universal covers of
M and M@ respectively and such that f"g " h. Let D and D@ be the signature operators on M and
M@, respectively.
Let ‚ and ‚@ denote the pullbacks (under f and g) of ‚
.!9
to M and M@, respectively. Let D
L
and
D@
L{
be the signature operators with coe$cients in the bundles ‚ and ‚@, respectively. Form the
paths
<
t
"!exp(ipSc(tD
L
)), <@
t
"!exp(ipSc(tD@
L{
)).
LetH be the Hilbert CHC-module made up by taking the direct sum of the ‚2 sections of ‚ and ‚@.
Let =
t
"<@
t
=(<
t
)~1. Then, =
t
consists of operators which are all compact perturbations of the
identity. Fix e’0. LetWe"M=tNextx1@e. Connect=e to I by what we will call S„e (the small time
path), and=
1@e to I by ‚„1@e (the large time path). These paths will be constructed in Sections 3 and
4 and the following theorems will be proved:
Theorem A. The large time path ‚„
t
consists of unitary operators that are compact perturbations of
the identity. For any xnite-dimensional unitary representation a of C, as tPR, wa(‚„
t
)P0.
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Theorem B. The small time path S„
t
consists of unitary operators that are compact perturbations of
the identity and for xnite-dimensional unitary representations a, c of C of the same dimension,
wa(S„
t
)!wc(S„
t
)P0 as tP0.
The constructions described give us a loop [h] which is based at I.
By the discussion of Bott Periodicity in Section 2.3 we see that this loop de"nes an element
[h]3K
0
(CHC).
From Eq. (2.6) and Theorems A and B, we see that
2(wa([h])!wn([h]))"oa(M@)!oa(M). (2.7)
We are now in a position to prove our main theorem:
Proof of the main theorem. (Special case C"p
1
(M )). Since a, n have the same dimension, we see
from Theorem 2.4.4 that wa([h])!wn([h])"0. Thus, from (2.7), oa(M)"oa(M@). h
3. The large time path
In this section we construct the large-time (‚„
S
) path and prove Theorem A of Section 2.6. We
work with the setting and notation of Section 2.6.
Let ;
L
"(D
L
!iI)(D
L
#iI)~1 and ;
L{
"(D
L{
!iI) (D
L{
#iI)~1 be the Cayley transforms of
D
L
and D
L{
, respectively. So
Index
C
HC(DL
)"[;
L
]3K
1
(CHC)
and similarly for M@. In their work on mapping surgery to analysis [9], Higson and Roe have
written down an explicit path of unitary operators which realises the equality of Index
C
HC(DL
) and
Index
C
HC(DL{
) in K
1
(C*C) arising from a homotopy equivalence h :M@PM (actually they work with
CH
3%$
C but since the class of groups that satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 all have the property
that KH(CHC)+KH(CH3%$C), this does not matter). Using [9, Theorem 3.18] we write down their path
adapted to our setting as follows:
Henceforth we will drop the #at bundle ‚ from our notation, referring simply to D and D@ for the
signature operators D
L
and D
L{
. Set
p(a)"ip(p~1)‘l* a, a3Xp,
where 0PX
0
$P X
1
$P 2 $P X
n
P0 is the de Rham complex of smooth, compactly supported,
complex-valued di!erential forms on M. Similarly de"ne p@ on M@. So p, p@ are the signature
gradings on the complex of di!erential forms on M and M@, respectively. Let X"=X
n
. Finally, let
X(‚) denote the lift of the de Rham complex to ‚ and we abuse notation by denoting the lift of p to
‚ by p also.
Let h, h@ be the Hilbert CHC-modules of ‚2-sections of the bundles ‚ and ‚@, respectively. De"ne
the operator D on H"h@=h by
D"A
D@ 0
0 DB.
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Also, de"ne a path of grading operators on X(‚@)=X(‚) by
r
1
(t)"A
tApAH#(1!t)p@ 0
0 !pB (0)t)1),
r
2
(t)"A
!cos(pt)ApAH sin(pt)Ap
sin(pt)pAH cos(pt)p B A1)t)
3
2B,
r
3
(t)"A
0 e2p*tAp
e2pitpAH 0 B A
3
2
)t)2B.
Here the operator A : hPh@ is de"ned as hH " KL where
(1) hH : X(‚)PX(‚@) is the homomorphism obtained from pulling back di!erential forms and;
(2) Let /(x) be an even Schwarz class function on R such that /(0)"1 and whose Fourier
transform is supported in [!n,n] (where n’0 is the minimum of the injectivity radii of ‚ and
‚@). KL is de"ned as the lift of the operator K"/(d#d) to ‚.
Note that A is essentially the homotopy equivalence acting on forms and made bounded by KL.
The operator K is de"ned as it is so that it has small propagation and so that it is chain homotopic
to the identity. Details on how this path implements the equality of signature classes in K
1
(C*C)
can be found in [9].
Let r(t) denote the concatenation of p
1
(t), p
2
(t) and p
3
(t). Then for 0)t)3
2
, de"ne the operator
W(t) by
W(t)"(D#r(t))(D!r(t))~1.
For 3
2
)t)2 set
W(t)"(D#e(t)r(3/2))(D!r(3/2))~1,
where e(t) denotes the 2]2-matrix
e(t)"A
exp(2pit) 0
0 exp(!2pit)B.
A calculation shows that W(0)";
L{
=(;
L
)~1 and W(2)"I. Consider the functions
s(x)"2
p
arctan(x), Sc(x)" 2
JpP
x
0
e~t2 dt.
Since they are both chopping functions, one can be deformed to the other via a straight line
homotopy h(t, s)"(1!s) ) Sc(t)#s ) s(t), 0)s)1. Now the Cayley transform ; of an operator
B is expressible as ;"!exp(ips(B)). Thus H(s)"!exp(iph(D
L{
, s))=!exp(!iph(D
L
, s)) is
a path connecting the operator !exp(ipSc(D
L{
)) =!exp(!ipSc(D
L
)) with ;
L{
=;~1
L
.
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De5nition. Concatenate the path W(t) to the path H(s) to obtain a path connecting
!exp(ipSc(D
L{
))=!exp(!ipSc(D
L
)) to I and call this the large time path, ‚„.
For S’0, let ‚„
S
denote the large time path constructed as above, but with D
L
and D
L{
replaced
by SD
L
and SD
L{
, respectively.
In order to prove Theorem A of Section 2 we now proceed to do a detailed analysis of the
determinant of this path. What we are required to show is that for any "nite-dimensional unitary
representation a of C, wa(‚„
S
)P0 as SPR. Since by de"nition, wa(‚„
S
)"w((‚„
S
)a), we turn
our attention to the path (‚„
S
)a. If we replace ‚ by ‚a and ‚@ by hH(‚@a) then the path (‚„S)a is
described just as for ‚„
S
. So from now on in this section, D is the signature operator on M with
coe$cients in ‚a and similarly for D@.H is now the Hilbert space ‚2(‚@a)=‚2(‚a) and the path W(t)
connects ;
L
@a
=(;
La
)~1 to the identity.
For convenience, let us extend the path W(t) to the interval !1)t)2 by setting W(t)"W(0)
for !1)t)0. We shall also write r(t)"r(0) for !1)t)0. Now let P be the projection onto
the kernel of D and de"ne
r8 (t)"G
Pr(t)P!tPMr(t)PM, !1)t)0,
Pr(t)P, 0)t)3
2
.
Setting t"!1, we have r8 (!1)"r(0) (because r(0), which is essentially the Hodge operator,
commutes with the orthogonal projection onto the space of harmonic forms). For general t this is
not so, but it is true that r8 (t) and r(t) induce the same map on cohomology. This is a simple
consequence of the Hodge theorem, identifying cohomology classes with harmonic forms. It
follows from the work of Higson and Roe [9] that the operators
r
t
(s)"sr8 (t)#(1!s)r(t) A
0)s)1
!1)t)3
2
B
give a "xed-end-point homotopy (in the parameter s) between the path W(t) and the path
WI (t)"G
(D#r8 (t))(D!r8 (t))~1, !1)t)3
2
,
(D#e(t)r8 (3
2
))(D!r8 (3
2
))~1, 3
2
)t)2.
(3.1)
For S’0 denote by ;(S) and ;@(S) the Cayley transforms of the operators SD and SD@.
Lemma 3.1. As SPR the Cayley transform;(S) and the operator !exp(ipSc(SD)) converge in the
operator norm to the operator !P#PM, where P is the projection onto the kernel of D.
Proof. The operators D and D@ are "rst-order elliptic partial di!erential operators, in the ordinary
sense of the terms. So the spectrum of each is a discrete set, and in particular the number 0 is an
isolated point in the spectrum of each. The lemma is an immediate consequence of this last fact. h
It follows that ;@(S)=;(S)~1P!P#PM as SPR and
!exp(ipSc(SD@))=!exp(!ipSc(SD))P!P#PM as SPR
(convergence in the operator norm).
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For S’0 denote by WI
S
(t) path (3.1), but with D replaced by SD. It connects the operator
;@(S)=;(S)~1 to I.
Lemma 3.2. As SPR the path WI
S
(t) (!1)t)2) converges uniformly in the operator norm to the
path
WI
=
(t)"G
!P#PM, !1)t)3
2
,
!e(t)P#PM, 3
2
)t)2.
Proof. All the operators WI
S
(t) commute with the projection operator P. Compressing WI
S
(t) to the
range of P we get precisely WI
=
(t). Compressing to the range of PM we get
PMWI
S
(t)PM!PM"G
2r8 (0)(PM(SD!r8 (0))PM)~1, !1)t)0,
S~12r8 (t)(PMDPM)~1"0, 0)t)3
2
,
S~12e(t)r8 (tfrac32)(PMDPM)~1"0, 3
2
)t)2.
(3.2)
Since (SD#r8
0
)2"S2D2#I is bounded below by a constant multiple of S2 on range (PM), it
follows that the entire path (3.2) has norm bounded by a constant multiple of S~1. h
Lemma 3.3. The determinant of the path WI
=
(t) is 0.
Proof. This is a consequence of
WI
=
(t)~1
dWI
=
(t)
dt
"G
0, !1)t)0,
(2pi)A
1
0
0
!1BP, 32)t)2.
h
Let X
S
(0)"!exp(ipSc(SD@))=!exp(!ipSc(SD)) and X(1)"!P#PM. Let X
S
(t) be the
straight line path X
S
(t)"tX
S
(0)#(1!t)X(1). Note that both X
S
(0) and X(1) are invertible and
trace class perturbations of the identity, so the determinant of the path X
S
(t) is well de"ned.
Lemma 3.4. DDX
S
(0)!X(1)DD
1
P0 as SPR.
Proof. Notice that since Sc(0)"0, on the range of P, X
S
(0)"!P.
On the range of PM we want to check that
+
jj|sp(D),jjE0
D1#exp(ipSc(Sj
j
))DP0 as SPR.
This is a straightforward consequence of the following facts:
(1) 1#exp(ipSc(s)) is Schwarz class and so there is a constant C’0 such that
D1#exp(ipSc(s))D)C(1#DsD)~2 for all s.
(2) The eigenvalues j
j
&j2@n [26, Theorem 7.3]. As a consequence of this and the fact that the
spectrum of D is discrete we may conclude that if the eigenvalues j
j
are ordered in increasing
order, then past some index Dj
j
!j
j~1
D*1.
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(3) Since the spectrum of D is discrete, there is a number a’0 such that all non zero eigenvalues
j
j
of D satisfy Dj
j
D*a. h
Lemma 3.5. As SPR, DDX
S
(0)!X(1)DD
1
P0Nw(X
S
(t))P0.
Proof. From Lemma 3.1 we know that as SPR, DDX
S
(0)!X(1)DD
=
P0. Thus for S large enough,
DDX
S
(0)!X(1)DD
=
(1
2
. We will need the following estimate for DD(X
S
(0))~1DD
=
:
Claim. For S large enough 1
2
(DD(X
S
(t))~1DD
=
(2.
This follows easily from the fact that DDX(1)~1DD
=
"1 and the following identity:
(X
S
(t))~1(X
S
(t)!X(1))(X(1))~1"X(1)~1!(X
S
(t))~1.
So,
w(X
S
(t))" 1
2piP
1
0
tr((X
S
(t))~1(X(1)!X
S
(0))) dt
) 1
2piP
1
0
DD(X
S
(t))~1DD
=
DD(X(1)!X
S
(0))DD
1
dt
) 1
2pi
2DDX(1)!X
S
(0)DD
1
P0. h
Proof of Theorem A. Note that ‚„
S
is constructed by concatenating the paths H(s) and W(t), both
of which are made up of operators which are compact perturbations of the identity.
Now the paths ‚„
S
, X
S
(t) and WI
=
(t) form a loop when concatenated. Using Lemma 3.2 and the
fact that W(t) is homotopic to WI (t), this loop is null-homotopic and so
w((‚„
S
)a)"w(XS(t))#w(WI =(t)).
The theorem follows from Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. h
4. The small time path
In this chapter we construct the small time path (S„e) alluded to in Section 2. The path S„e will
connect !exp(ipSc(eD
L{
))=!exp(!ipSc(eD
L
)) with the identity. Its construction will use the
homotopy invariance of the class of the signature operator in K-homology, the injectivity of the
Baum}Connes assembly map k
.!9
and [14, Theorem 3.8]. Finally we will prove Theorem B of
Section 2 by showing that the determinant of S„e, twisted by a "nite-dimensional unitary
representation of C, is dependent only on the dimension of the representation involved.
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4.1. Construction of the small time path
We will use the notation of Section 2.6. Let Sc(x) and s(x) be the chopping functions as in
Section 3.
Theorem 4.1.1. Let M,M@ be as above and h:M@PM a smooth, orientation preserving homotopy
equivalence. If the Baum}Connes assembly map k
.!9
is injective, then
[D]"[D@]3K
1
(>),
where > is a suitably large compact subset of BC.
Proof. Recall from Section 3 that the K-theory class of the Cayley transform ;
L
of the twisted
signature operator D
L
is a homotopy invariant (see also [10,12]). Thus, [;
L
]"[;
L{
]3K
1
(CHC).
Since,
k
.!9
([D])"CIndexCHCA
2
p
arctan(D
L
)BD"C!expAip
2
p
arctan(D
L
)BD"[;L],
we may use the injectivity of k
.!9
to conclude that [D]"[D@]3K
1
(BC). From the de"nition of
KH(BC) (see also the proof of Theorem 2.4.3), there is a compact Riemannian manifold with
boundary >LBC such that [D]"[D@]3K
1
(>). h
In what follows we will use the ‘(N, S, g)a model for K-homology developed in [14] (Brie#y:
A cycle for KH(X) is a triple (N,S, g) where N is an oriented, compact manifold without boundary,
S is a Cli!ord bundle over N and g : NPX. The map between this theory and analytical
K-homology is (N,S, g)C[gH(t(DS))], where DS is the Dirac operator associated to the Cli!ord
bundle S and t is a chopping function). Recall that in this model, the signature operator D on an
oriented manifold N is the triple (N,X(„N), id) where X(„N) is the complexi"ed exterior bundle
over N. We will also require the main theorem of [14] to construct the small time path. For
completeness we include the terminology of the theorem and a statement of it here.
De5nition 4.1.2. Let e’0. An e-compression of a bounded operator F is an operator Fe that is
a trace class perturbation of F and such that the propagation of Fe is no more than e.
Following Higson and Roe [29], if F satis"es /Ft3L1 when Supp(/)WSupp(t)"0 (which is
the case for an order zero pseudodi!erential operator on a smooth, closed manifold), we construct
(for any given e’0) an e-compression Fe of F as follows: Let M;aN be a cover of M consisting of
balls of diameter e/2 and let M/aN be a partition of unity of M subordinate to the ;a. De"ne
Fe" +
S611((a)WS611((b)E0
/aF/b. (4.1)
Then Fe will be a trace class perturbation of F. Notice also that Fe is an operator of propagation no
more than e.
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De5nition 4.1.3. An operator F is said to have polynomial growth if there is a polynomial p such
that for each e’0, there is an e-compression Fe of F, satisfying
DDF!FeDD1(pA
1
eB.
Lemma 4.1.4. Let X,> be a compact metric spaces and suppose that there is a Lipschitz map f : XP>.
Let H be a Hilbert space equipped with an action of C(X) and let F be an operator of polynomial
growth on H. Dexne fHH to be the Hilbert space H with an action of C(>) obtained by pulling back
functions on> to functions on X via f, and then using the action of C(X). Then, F is also an operator of
polynomial growth on fHH.
De5nition 4.1.5. Let > be a metric space. If F
t
is a path of bounded operators on a Hilbert space
H equipped with an action of C(>) then we say that F
t
has polynomial growth if there is
a polynomial p such that given e’0, for every t there is an e-compression F
t,e of Ft, satisfying,
DDF
t
!F
t,eDD1)pA
1
eB.
We also require that the path F
t,e have the same continuity and di!erentiability conditions as the
path F
t
.
De5nition 4.1.6. Let > be a metric space. A path F
t
of bounded operators on a Hilbert space
H equipped with an action of C(>) is called a controlled path provided the following are true:
(1) The path F
t
has polynomial growth in the sense of De"nition 4.1.5;
(2) The paths F2
t
!1 and F
t
(F2
t
!1) are paths made up of trace class operators and are trace-norm
continuous and piecewise continuously di!erentiable in the trace norm.
The usefulness of controlled paths is illustrated by the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1.7. If F
t
, t3[a, b] is a controlled path of self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space H, then
[!exp(ipF
t
)] is a path of unitary operators on H such that:
(1) The path [!exp(ipF
t
)] is piecewise continuously diwerentiable in the trace norm;
(2) The path [!exp(ipF
t
)] has a well-dexned determinant (in the sense of Dexnition 2.1.2).
Remark. The polynomial growth condition on a controlled path is in place so that we can make
estimates on the determinant of (!exp(ipF
t
)) (see Theorem 4.2.1).
Proof. Let hII (z)"cos(z) and g88 (z)"sin(z)/z. Then,
exp(ipF)"cos(pF)#i sin(pF)"hII (pF)#i(pF)g88 (pF).
Note that hII , g88 are both even functions which are entire. Thus we may de"ne hI and g8 so that
hI (z2)"hII (z) and g8 (z2)"g88 (z). Note that since hI I and g8 8 are even functions, it follows that hI and g8 are
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themselves entire. Finally, make a change of variables to de"ne functions h(p2!z)"hI (z) and
g(p2!z)"g8 (z). h, g are entire functions also and we may write
exp(ipF
t
)"h(p2(1!F2
t
))#(ipF
t
)g(p2(1!F2
t
)).
By condition (2) of De"nition 4.1.6 we know that F2
t
!1 and F
t
(F2
t
!1) are paths that are made up
of trace class operators and are smooth in the trace norm. Thus [!exp(ipF
t
)] is smooth in the
trace norm for all t3(a, b) and consists of operators that are trace class perturbations of the identity.
To use the notation of Section 2, [!exp(ipF
t
)] is in IL(H).
Let us now examine the determinant of the path [!exp(ipF
t
)], t3[a, b].
Notice that for all e’0, the determinant of the path [!exp(ipF
t
)], t3[a#e, b!e] is well
de"ned since it is in IL(H) and is smooth in the trace norm for all t3[a#e, b!e]. As we go to
the endpoints the derivative may blow up in the trace norm. So, consider the straight-line path
X
s
"s(!exp(ipF
a‘e))#(1!s)(!exp(ipFa)).
Since exp(ipF
a‘e)!exp(ipFa)3L1(H) and DDexp(ipFa‘e)!exp(ipFa)DD1P0, as eP0, the tech-
niques of Lemma 3.5 apply to tell us that w(X
s
)P0 as eP0. Similarly, if >
s
"
s(!exp(ipF
b~e))#(1!s)(!exp(ipFb)), then w(>s)P0 as eP0. Thus, w(!exp(ipFt)) is well de-
"ned. h
The following is the main theorem of [14]:
Theorem 4.1.8. Let > be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary. Let (M,S, g) and (M@,S@, g@)
be two equivalent K-cycles on > (in the sense of [14]) and suppose that g : MP> and g@ : M@P> are
Lipschitz maps. Let s(x) be a chopping function such that
(1) the derivative of s is Schwartz class;
(2) the Fourier transform of s is smooth and is supported in [!1, 1];
(3) the functions s2!1 and s(s2!1) are Schwartz class and their Fourier transforms are supported
in [!1, 1].
Let D
S
,D
S{
be the Dirac operators of the Cliword bundles S and S@, respectively. There are degenerate
operators A,A@ (see below) such that
(1) s(D
S
)=A and A@=s(D
S{
) are dexned on the same Hilbert space H;
(2) the Hilbert space H has an action of C(>);
(3) s(D
S
)=A is connected to A@=s(D
S{
) by a controlled path.
Note that the term ‘degenerate operatora is as in the de"nition of K-homology: A a bounded
operator A de"ned on the Hilbert space H (which has an action of C(>)) is degenerate if A2"I
and [A, f ]"0 for all f3C(>).
Returning to the construction of the small time path:
From our work so far we are able to factor the maps f, f @ : M,M@PBC as
M,M@g, g{P>PBC,
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where > is a compact, Riemannian manifold with boundary. Since we may approximate g, g@
by Lipschitz maps, henceforth we will assume that g, g@ are Lipschitz. Consider the following
K-cycles on > : (M,X(„M), g) and (M@,X(„M@), g@). These triples map to the classes
gH[Sc(D)],g@*[Sc(D@)]3K1(>), respectively (here D,D@ are the signature operators on M,M@, respec-
tively). By Theorem 4.1.1 we may conclude that (M,E, g) and (M@,E@, g@) are equivalent in the
topological K-homology group KtH(>)* thus there is a "nite sequence of operations of direct sum,
bordism and vector bundle modi"cation that implements this equivalence (see [14]). The #at
bundle ‚ pulls back to a #at bundle over all the manifolds involved in this sequence. Let n be the
minimum of the injectivity radii (associated to the pullbacks of ‚) of these manifolds.
By Theorem 4.1.8, we obtain a controlled path A
t
, de"ned on a Hilbert space H equipped with
an action of C(>), connecting (s(D@=!D)=degenerate) to a degenerate operator (here s is
a chopping function as in the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1.8, modi"ed so that the various Fourier
transforms are supported in [!n,n]). The operators A
t
are all of the form s(D
t
) and so by [28,
Proposition 2.2], they will all have propagation less than n. Thus, for any #at vector bundle <,
twisting the operators by <, s(D
V
)"(s(D))
V
.
Therefore, let A
t
"(A
t
)
L
(i.e. twist each element of A
t
by the bundle ‚). This connects
(s(D@
L
=!D
L
)=degenerate) to a degenerate. Let
AXt"!exp(ipAt).
Lemma 4.1.9. If F is any degenerate self-adjoint abstract elliptic operator on > and < is any vector
A-bundle then (FV)2"I, so that
!exp(ipFV)"I.
Proof. If <
53*7
">]E is a trivial bundle then this is clear. To get the general case let
P3C(>, End(E)) correspond to the projection <
53*7
P<* then FV"PFV
53*7
P. Note that degener-
acy implies that FV53*7 commutes with the multiplication operators in C(>, End(E)). In particular it
commutes with the projection P, so that
(FV)2"(PFV53*7P)2"P(FV53*7)2P"P. h
As a consequence, AXt
connects
AX1"!exp(ips(D@L))=!exp(!ips(DL)) to AX0"I.
Fix 0(e(n. De"ne the path
B
t,e"s(tD@L=!tDL) as e)t)1.
This is a controlled path which connects
A
1
"(s(D@
L
=!D
L
)=deg) to (Be=deg)"(s(eD@L=!eDL)=deg).
Notice that B
t
is a path of operators with propagation less than n. Let
BXt,e"!exp(ipBt,e).
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To complete our path, we could at this point simply deform the chopping function s to the
chopping function Sc, thereby getting a straight-line path between s(eD@
L
=!eD
L
) and
Sc(eD@
L
=!eD
L
). Measuring the determinant of the resulting path of unitaries though would
require us to move to a perturbation since the determinant of this path is not easy to compute.
Consequently, we need to proceed in a slightly more complicated fashion.
De"ne the straight-line path
C
t,e"t(s(eD@L=!eDL))#(1!t)([Sc(eD@L)]e=[!Sc(eDL)]e).
This is a controlled path of operators of propagation e and form
CXt
"!exp(ipC
t
),
where [Sc(eD@
L
)]e denotes an e-compression of the operator Sc(eD@L) (see Eq. (4.1.1)). Finally, de"ne
the straight-line path
D
t,e"t(Sc(eD@L=!eDL))#(1!t)([Sc(eD@L)]e=[!Sc(eDL)]e).
Notice that this is a controlled path also but it is not through operators of small propagation. Let
DXt,e"!exp(ipDt,e).
De5nition. The small time path S„e is the concatenation of the paths AXt, BXt,e, CXt,e and DXt,e.
4.2. The determinant of the small time path
Recall Theorem B (as yet unproved) from Section 2.6:
Theorem B. The small time path S„e consists of unitary operators that are compact perturbations of
the identity and for xnite-dimensional unitary representations a, c of C of the same dimension,
wa(S„e)!wc(S„e)P0 as eP0.
We will need the following technical theorem on controlled paths.
Theorem 4.2.1. If Q
t,e is a path of controlled type consisting of operators of propagation less than n and
QXt,e"!exp(ipQt,e), then
lim
e?0
wa(QXt,e)!wc(QXt,e)"0.
(Here, as in Theorem B, a and c are two unitary representations of C of the same dimension.)
We will prove this theorem by using the ‘polynomial growtha feature of the controlled path. This
allows us to approximate the path Q
t,e by a compressed version which is made up of operators of
small propagation. This then allows us to use Proposition 2.4.5. First we prove Theorem B based
on this technical theorem.
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Proof of Theorem B. Since A
t
, B
t,e and Ct,e are controlled paths consisting of operators of
propagation less than n, we see from the technical Theorem 4.2.1 that we only need to show that
lim
e?0
wa(DXt,e)!wc(DXt,e)"0.
Our strategy is as follows:
(1) Establish that Sc(eD)![Sc(eD)]e3L1;
(2) Thus, since D
t,e is a straight-line path, it follows from the de"nition of determinant that
wa(CXt,e)"
1
2pi
tr(Sc(eDa)![Sc(eDa)]e).
(3) Establish that tr(Sc(eDa)![Sc(eDa)]e)P0 as eP0.
The technique used to follow this program is a standard one * see [26, Proposition 5.11]. h
The rest of the section is devoted to proving the technical Theorem 4.2.1.
Lemma 4.2.2. If A,B are self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space H such that AB"BA"0 then
DDA#BDD
=
"max(DDADD
=
, DDBDD
=
).
Lemma 4.2.3. Let M be a manifold is of dimension n, and suppose M;aN is a cover of M consisting of
balls of diameter e. Let M/aN be a partition of unity of M subordinate to the ;a. Dexne (as in (4.1)) an
e-compression of F to an operator Fe of propagation less than e by,
Fe" +
S611((a)WS611(((b)E0
/aF/b.
Then, there is a constant C
n
(related to the dimension n of M) such that
DDFeDD=)Cn.DDFDD=.
De5nition 4.2.4. Let h be an entire function on the complex plane described as a series by
h(z)" =+
n/0
a
n
zn.
Let P be an operator having propagation 1. De"ne [h(P)]
N
"+N
n/0
a
n
Pn.
Lemma 4.2.5. [h(P)]
N
has propagation no more than N.
Lemma 4.2.6. If h(z)"+=
n/0
a
n
zn is an entire function such that a
n
"C/n! ( for some constant C), and if
P is a trace class operator and p is a polynomial such that for any d’0, the d-compression Pd of
P satisxes DDPdDD1)p(1/d), then, given o’0, there exists an e’0 and an integer Ne such that
(1) DDh(Pe)![h(Pe)]NeDD1(o,
(2) [h(Pe)]Ne has propagation no more than n.
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Sketch of proof.
(1) For [h(Pe)]Ne to have propagation not more than n, by Lemma 4.2.5, Ne"n/e.
(2) h(Pe)![h(Pe)]Ne" the tail of the Taylor series for h(Pe). So,
DDh(Pe)![h(Pe)]NeDD1"DDaNe‘1PNe‘1e #aNe‘2PNe‘2e #2DD1
)DDPeDD1DDaNe‘1PNee #aNe‘2PNe‘1e #2DD=. (4.2)
(3) Now use the assumption that DDPeDD1)p(1/e) and the estimate from Lemma 4.2.3 that
DDPeDD=)C.DDPDD= for some constant C. The second term of the last line above can now be
estimated by using the hypothesis on the a
n
and Stirling’s formula that 1/(n!)1@n)K.e/n for
some constant K. One shows that e can be chosen so that
DDa
Ne‘1
PNee #aNe‘2PNe‘1e #2DD=)q(e),
where q is a polynomial such that deg(q)’deg(p). Thus, from (4.2),
DDh(Pe)![h(Pe)]NeDD1P0 as eP0. h
Lemma 4.2.7. Let h(z)"+=
n/0
a
n
zn be an entire function such that a
n
"C/n! ( for some constant C).
Suppose P
t
is a trace norm continuously diwerentiable path of operators (0)t)1), and suppose there
is a polynomial p such that for each d’0, for every t, the d-compression P
t,d of Pt, satisxes
DDP
t,dDD1)p(1/d). Then, given o’0, there exists an e’0 and an integer Ne such that
(1)
KK
d
dt
h(P
t,e)!
d
dt
[h(P
t,e)]Ne KK
1
(o,
(2) [h(P
t,e)]Ne has propagation no more than the injectivity radius n of M.
Proof. The same principles as for the proof of Lemma 4.2.6 apply. h
Lemma 4.2.8. If F is an operator of polynomial growth satisfying F2!13L1 then there is a poly-
nomial p such that DDF2e!IDD1)p(1/e).
Proof. Recall that F has polynomial growth if there is some polynomial q such that
DDF!FeDD1)q(1/e). Now
F2e!1"(F!Fe)2#FFe#FeF!F2!1
"(F!Fe)2#F(Fe!F)#(Fe!F)F#(F2!1).
Thus, using Lemma 4.2.3,
DDF2e!1DD1)DDF!FeDD1 DDF!FeDD=#DDFDD=DDFe!FDD1#DDFe!FDD1 DDFDD=#DDF2!1DD1
)pA
1
eB. h
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Corollary 4.2.9. If Q
t,e is a path of controlled type then given o’0 there exists an e’0 such that
DD!exp(!ipQ
t,e)![!exp(!ipQt,e)]NeDD1(o
and
KK
d
dt
(!exp(ipQ
t,e))!
d
dt
[!exp(ipQ
t,e)]Ne KK
1
(o.
Sketch of proof. (1) As in the proof of Lemma 4.1.7 we may write
exp(!ipF)"h(1!(pF)2)!(ipF)g(1!(pF)2),
where h, g are entire functions.
(2) Check that the coe$cients of the Taylor expansions of h and g satisfy the condition that they
are &(1/n!).
(3) Now use Lemmas 4.2.6 and 4.2.7 to get the desired conclusion. h
Lemma 4.2.10. Given o’0, there exists e’0 such that
P
1
0
trA!exp(!ipQt,e)
d
dt
(!exp(ipQ
t,e))B dt
!P
1
0
trA[!exp(!ipQt,e)]Ne
d
dt
([!exp(ipQ
t,e)]Ne)Bdt(o.
Proof. To make the exposition easier we let
P"(!exp(!ipQ
t,e)), Pe"[(!exp(!ipQt,e))]Ne
and
S"d
dt
(!exp(ipQ
t,e)), Se"
d
dt
([!exp(ipQ
t,e)]Ne).
Now,
P
1
0
tr(PS) dt!P
1
0
tr(PeSe) dt"P
1
0
tr(P(S!Se)) dt#P
1
0
tr((P!Pe)Se) dt.
Thus,
P
1
0
tr(PQ) dt!P
1
0
tr(PeSe) dt)P
1
0
DDS!SeDD1DDPDD= dt#P
1
0
DDP!PeDD1DDSDD=dt.
Now we may conclude using Lemmas 4.2.6 and 4.2.7. h
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Proof of Theorem 4.2.1. Fix o’0. From Lemma 4.2.10, there exists an e’0 such that
wa(QXt,e)!P
1
0
trA[!exp(!ip(Qt,e)a)]Ne
d
dt
([!exp(ip(Q
t,e)a)]Ne)B dt(o/2 (4.3)
and
wc(QXt,e)!P
1
0
trA[!exp(!ip(Qt,e)c)]Ne
d
dt
([!exp(ip(Q
t,e)b)]Ne)Bdt(o/2. (4.4)
Now since prop([!exp(!ipQ
t,e)]Ne)(n/2 and prop(d/dt([!exp(ipQt,e)]Ne))(n/2,
propA[!exp(!ipQt,e)]Ne
d
dt
([!exp(ipQ
t,e)]Ne)B(n.
Thus, applying Proposition 2.4.5 we see that
trA[!exp(!ipQt,e)]Ne
d
dt
([!exp(ipQ
t,e)]Ne)aB
"dim(a) ) trA[!exp(!ipQt,e)]Ne
d
dt
([!exp(ipQ
t,e)]Ne)B.
Since dim(a)"dim(c),
trA[!exp(!ip(Qt,e)a)]Ne
d
dt
([!exp(ip(Q
t,e)a)]Ne)B
"trA[!exp(!ip(Qt,e)c)]Ne
d
dt
([!exp(ip(Q
t,e)c)]Ne)B.
Using this and (4.3) and (4.4) we see that
Dwa(QXt,e)!wc(QXt,e)D(o. h
5. The general case
Recall the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2 that C be a torsion-free, discrete group for which the
Baum}Connes assembly map k
.!9
is an isomorphism. We have proved Theorem 1.2 for the case
C"p
1
(M). Consider now the the situation where a : p
1
(M)PCP;
n
(C) is a "nite-dimensional
unitary representation of p
1
(M) that factors through C. Let a( : CP;
n
(C) be the induced repres-
entation of C. We show that in this case also, oa(M) is a homotopy invariant. The key points are as
follows:
(1) There is a normal covering CPMK PM of M having structure group C.
(2) If D is the signature operator on M then Ind
C
HC(D)3K0(CH3%$C)+K0(C*C) is a homotopy
invariant [9, Theorem 3.18].
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(3) Replacing the universal cover MI by the normal cover MK and the representation a by a( gives us
a #at bundle ‚a("MK ]a(Cn over M. This is exactly the same as the canonical #at bundle ‚a.
Consequently, the relative Eta-invariant constructed using the signature operator twisted by
the bundle ‚a( is exactly the same as oa.
Therefore, it su$ces to modify our proof by replacing the universal covering space with this normal
cover and by using a( instead of a. The construction of the large and small-time paths goes through
by using (2) above and the surjectivity and injectivity of k
.!9
for C.
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